Banded Peak Ranches and Price Lakes Tour
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Context
The Banded Peak Ranches are a 52,000 acre, privately-owned parcel
at the headwaters of the Rio Chama. The ranches are adjacent to
Forest Service lands, including the Price Lakes area. The tour
location is at the intersection of the San Juan Headwaters Forest
Health Partnership (SJHFHP) and the San Juan-Chama Watershed
Partnership (SJCWP) landscapes, and it lies in the middle of the 2-32 footprint, at the northern end of the Rio Chama Collaborative
Forest Landscape Restoration Program (Rio Chama CFLRP)
geography.
The South San Juan Mountains are the headwaters of the San Juan
and Rio Chama, which provide water for millions of people in New
Mexico. The threat of uncharacteristic wildfire and other
disturbances in this area is a concern for both local communities
and downstream water users in Albuquerque, Santa Fe and rural
New Mexico. San Juan National Forest (SJNF) and private
landowners are the primary land managers in this area, and
collaboratively planned, cross-boundary forest and watershed
projects have the potential to increase the resiliency of this
landscape. The SJHFHP has built lasting relationships with the SJNF
and the SJCWP maintains a watershed-scale perspective to help
connect folks in the headwaters region with issues and values
downstream.

Tour Site 1: Oso Diversion
The Oso Diversion is part of the San Juan - Chama Watershed Project, which diverts water from three streams in the
San Juan Basin across the continental divide and to the Rio Chama in the Rio Grande basin. This project provides 7590% of Albuquerque's water, much of Santa Fe's water and is the sole water source for many rural communities in
New Mexico. Most of the water that is diverted at the Oso Diversion
originates on the Banded Peak Ranches, emphasizing the
importance of effective management on the property.
The removal of sediment from the diversions is a major challenge for
the Bureau of Reclamation, who operates and manages the Project.
Even with normal streamflow levels, sediment needs to be regularly
removed. If there was a fire or other severe disturbance upstream,
sediment loads could double, and potentially interrupt the function
of the diversion. This risk worries municipal water managers in New
Mexico and has inspired conversations about how they can be more
involved in forest health initiatives in the headwaters that feed the
San Juan-Chama project area, especially on private lands.

Tour participants visit the Oso Diversion with partners from the
Bureau of Reclamation. Photo by Alec McKeand.
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Tour Site 2: Banded Peak Ranches
The Banded Peak Ranches are three individual ranches, covering
52,000 acres of stunning terrain protected under various
conservation easements. The owners are supportive of collaborative
conservation and planning. Ranch manager, Tim Haarmann,
practices adaptive management and conducts field monitoring
projects with research partners on the property. Curerntly, a PhD
candidate is evaluating techniques for remotely quantifying
snowpack across time and space using sites at Banded Peak.
The Ranch is remote and rugged, making it ideal for wildlife. The
San Juan Cutthroat Trout is found in only six streams, several of
them being on Banded Peak. It is also an important calving area for
elk and is home to many other species of native wildlife.
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Left: Tim Haarmann describes the challenges, concerns and opportunities of managing such a
large swath of land in the headwaters. Right: 2-3-2 tour participants gather for a group photo
at the Banded Peak Ranches. Photos by Alec McKeand.

Tour Site 3: Price Lakes
The Price Lakes area is approximately 5,500 acres of Forest Service
land adjacent to the Banded Peak Ranches and the Knight Ranch.
Price Lakes is primarily used for dispersed camping, hunting and
wilderness access.
The Forest Service doesn't yet have any projects planned for Price
Lakes, but there is a placeholder for a future project in the 10-year
workplan for the Rio Chama CFLRP. This area provides an excellent
opportunity for cross-boundary planning and mangement between
private landowners and San Juan National Forest.
Standing in an area full of potential for cross-boundary collaboration,
2-3-2 stakeholders asked questions and brought forward ideas
about the management of gambel oak, conservation of critical
water infrastructure downstream, and fire management potential.
San Juan National Forest plans to have an integrated ID team made
up of federal and non-federal stakeholders to identify landscape
values, management objectives, desired conditions and suggested
actions for a cross-boundary project at Price Lakes.
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Interested in participating in the next 2-3-2 tour or full
partnership meeting? Email Julia Ledford from Mountain
Studies Institute to find out more:
julia@mountainstudies.org

